
Chapter 1118  

Spurt… 

The next moment, a muffled but clear sound echoed throughout the arena. 

The sharp Argentum Qilin Spear stabbed into the demon snake’s skull, penetrating it deeply. 

The demon snake’s body which was large like a mountain suddenly stiffened. 

Bam! 

Rumble! 

Boom! 

Many forebearers also made their moves, each using their own signature techniques to hit different 
parts of the demon snake, piercing its tough skin. 

Hiss, hissss… 

The demon snake let out a desperate hiss in pain and started struggling wildly, retaliating frantically. 
Its tail resembled a giant iron whip as it swung fiercely at the ground. 

The direction of the swing… 

It was toward the rear courtyard behind the Sentinel Tower where Kate and Luna were. 

“Oh, no!” 

Seeing this, Andrius instinctively had a bad feeling. 

However… 

The excited onlookers could not help but cheer loudly when they saw the dawn of victory. They used
 their most powerful techniques for a final desperate attack. 

They wanted to press the advantage to completely take down the demon snake. 

Hiss- 

Roar- 

The demon snake roared hysterically after being severely injured several times. It sped toward the re
ar courtyard, its speed faster and more frantic. 

The next moment, two figures emerged from the rear courtyard. 



It was Kate supporting the just–awakened Luna. 

This change surprised everyone. 

Kate and Luna also suddenly realized that something was wrong. They subconsciously looked 

1. up. 

Then, they saw a snake tail like a coiling python swooping toward them in mid–air. 

The two were only at the Martial King realm and were instantly deterred by the demon snake’s remai
ning pressure. Even though they were already terrified, it was like their legs were filled with lead, and
 they could not take a step. 

Chapter 1116 

“No- 

” 

2/2 

Andrius blurred into a figure, passing dozens of meters in the blink of an eye, and sent out a spear li
ght toward Kate and Luna. 

His Martial God inner energy immediately swept the two away, moving them out of the attack range 
of the demon snake’s tail. 

However, in the next moment, the iron–whip–like tail swept toward Andrius. 

Andrius had no time to dodge and was struck by the tail. An unparalleled powerful force hit 

him. 

Although Andrius gathered his whole body’s inner energy for defense, it still felt like a truck had rolle
d him over. It was an irresistible force that sent him flying. 

Then, the demon snake’s body fell in front of the rear courtyard. 

Rumble… 

Boom… 

The weighty force instantly pressed on the accumulated site and turned it into a pool of water, formin
g a deep trench on the ground. 

Then, the demon snake’s eerie gaze swept past Andrius and used its tail to wrap around Luna. With 
a few flexible movements, it escaped from Andrius‘ line of sight. 



“Where do you think you’re going, beast?” 

“Beast, you can’t escape today.” 

“Quick, we must catch that thing!” 

“The demon snake’s heart is mine. It can’t escape!” 

Seeing this, the forebearers were unwilling to let it go. They all shouted, chasing after the fleeing de
mon snake as quickly as possible. 

Cough, cough, cough…. 

Andrius supported himself on the spear and struggled to stand up. 

Before he could stabilize himself, he sprayed out two mouthfuls of blood. 

The demon snake’s attack was indeed exceptionally powerful as if it had shifted all his internal organ
s. Most of the inner energy in his body had dissipated. 

 


